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Abstract
Large amount of information is available on internet. The information available on internet is in unstructured manner, retrieving relevant documents containing the required information has become an important problem. It is difficult task for the user to go through all these documents, as the number of documents available on particular topic will be more. It will be helpful for the user if query specific document summary is generated. Comparing different clustering algorithms those provide better result for summarization. Based on this we provide input as one query and get all the documents related to that and on these document different clustering algorithm are used to get results of each Algorithm. Then comparing each result with each other in terms of speed, memory, and quality of summary. After comparison we can decide which algorithm is better for summarization. So it will help to find the better query dependent clustering algorithm for text document summarization.
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I. Introduction
Current document clustering methods usually represent documents in term of document matrix and perform clustering algorithm on it. Although these clustering methods can group the documents satisfactorily, it is still hard for people to capture the meanings of the documents since there is no satisfactory interpretation for each document cluster. Testing different clustering algorithms for which provide better result for summarization. Based on this we provide input as one query and get all the documents related to that and on these document different clustering algorithm (Hierarchical, Query based clustering algorithm, graph theoretic, Fuzzy C-mean and DB Scan) and get result of each Algorithm [1,3]. Here we use Weka tool for clustering and getting the summary from document. Weka is a standard tool for clustering. It contains all clustering algorithm. Then we compare that result with each other in terms speed, memory, and quality of summary. After comparison we can decide which algorithm is better for summarization. So it will help to find the better query dependent clustering algorithm for text document summarization [2, 4].

Quality of summary uses natural language parser, like Stanford NLP, Dependency Parser, and Word Net. A natural language parser is a program that works out the grammatical structure of sentences, for instance, which groups of words go together (as “phrases”) and which words are the subject or object of a verb. Use Weka tool for values of precision and recall. Space complexity means amount of memory it requires to run to completion. Time complexity means amount of time it needs to run to completion. Dataset or any query act as input of integration of document clustering system. Integration of document clustering system consists of different five clustering algorithms. Finally we get optimal solution or best document clustering algorithm.

Fig. 1 shows that use different datasets or queries to integration document clustering system. Integration of document clustering system consists of different five clustering algorithms. Finally we get optimal solution or best document clustering algorithm.

II. System Implementation
Implementation is very important phase; the most critical stage in achieving a successful new system so that the new system will work is effectively. The total workflow is divided into following modules:

A. To Process the Input Text File and to Create the Document Graph
The system accepts input text file. The file is read and stored into a string. The array contains paragraphs which are further treated as nodes which creating document graph [1-2].

B. To Add Weighted Edges to Document Graph
A weighted edge is added to the document graph between two nodes if they either correspond to adjacent node or if they are semantically related, and the weight of an edge denotes the degree of the relationship. Here two nodes are considered to be related if they share common words (not stop words) and the degree of relationship is calculated by “Semantic parsing”. Also notice that the edge weights are query-independent, so they can be precomputed [2-3,5]

C. Threshold for Edge Weights
Threshold will be created in the document graph.

D. Document Clustering
Clustering is grouping of similar nodes into a group [3]. The following approaches of clustering algorithms are used:
• Query based clustering algorithm
• Fuzzy C-mean
• DB Scan
• Graph theoretic algorithm
• Hierarchical algorithm

E. Compare Different Parameters and Find Optimal Solution

Compare different parameters such as quality of summary, precision and recall, space and time complexity. Quality of summary: Use of natural language parser like Stanford NLP, dependency parser, word net. Precision and recall use Weka tool for values of Precision and recall. Space complexity: Amount of memory it requires to run to completion. Time complexity: Amount of time it needs to run to completion [6-7]. Stanford NLP: A natural language parser is a program that works out the grammatical structure of sentences, for instance, which groups of words go together (as “phrases”) and which words are the subject or object of a verb.

1. Dependency Parser

Malt Parser is a system for data-driven dependency parsing, which can be used to induce a parsing model from tree bank data and to parse new data using an induced model. Word net: Word Net is a lexical database for the English language. It groups English words into sets of synonyms provides short, general definitions, and records the various semantic relations between these synonym sets.

Cosine Similarity: Cosine similarity is one of the most popular similarity measure applied to text documents, such as in numerous information retrieval applications and clustering. [8-10].

Given two document \( t_a \) and \( t_b \).

\[
SIMC(t_a, t_b) = \frac{t_a \cdot t_b}{|t_a| \times |t_b|},
\]

Each dimension represents a term with its weight in the document, which is non-negative.

III. Conclusion

The Web is a collection of data of different file formats. It is not the case that a particular clustering algorithm is best suited for clustering of documents of different file formats. In this work we present analysis of different clustering algorithm and find optimal solution which required end user. Compare all different clustering algorithms with different aspects.
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